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Berea College
• Only serves students of 

high academic promise and 
low wealth; 98 percent Pell

• No student pays tuition
• 43 states and 73 countries
• 40 percent students of 

color
• One of eight Work Colleges
• Poster child for 

endowment-driven 
education

• First interracial and 
coeducational college in the 
South



2 number of years developing a structure

4 number of years implementing the structure

2 number of years assessing the structure

1 number of years implementing changes

54 number of years on this planet

17 percent of my life engaged in restructuring
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Scenario charge

• To maintain Berea’s full and unique mission

• Maintain its 110-year-old no-tuition policy

• Reduce its operating budget by 25 percent



Why?

• To enhance interdisciplinarity

• To facilitate increased flexibility in hiring

• To facilitate new curricula and even approaches in 
teaching and learning

• Greater faculty leadership

• To save some money



3 scenarios, 
each with 

restructuring as 
one of 10

building blocks



Cluster Analysis led to 6 divisions



Successes

• Enhanced mentoring as part of governance 

• Division I (biology, chemistry, math, nursing, 
physics) designed new $72 m building

• New pedagogies (POGIL, SCALE-UP, TILT, 
Pedagogical Partnerships from Bryn Mawr, NSF-
WIDER grant) and a very successful Center for 
Teaching and Learning

• Divisional residencies with Mellon support



Successes
• New divisional minors (film, theatre, broadcasting, 

law/ethics/society, health, forestry) and major (health 
studies)

• New divisional identities that complement disciplinary 
identities

• Advocacy by division chairs; civic virtue by Division 
Council

• Faculty leadership at the division chair level in particular 
and greater transparency as a result



Challenges
• New divisional identities uneven

• New oversight

• New administrative structure

• 15 percent

• Valuing department chairs

• Conflict resolution

• All things bad attributed to restructuring



COR

• 18-month process, concluded in October 2016.

• 12 recommendations, and the College has 
responded to most of these

• Next review 2021-22 academic year



Lessons?

• Departments are sacred; underestimated them in 
scenario planning

• Disciplinary identities are also sacred, but a 
complementary divisional identity can develop

• Structure is important, along with many other 
things

• Fail or succeed?  
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Transforming Students: Fulfilling the Promise of Higher Education, by Charity Johansson and Peter Felten.   They write:Any university wishing to thrive must continue to evolve. But make no mistake— there is a difference between relentlessly creating new initiativesand fostering ongoing transformation….Sustaining transformation does not mean doing the same thing over and over, but neither does it refer to change for the sake of change. Because newness creates excitement and often media coverage, it is easy for institutions to become almost addicted to change— a very different experience from being committed to transformation. Transformation is often heralded by significant events but usually only in retrospect. In its midst, it may look like chaos and uncertainty, as changes are taking place in small increments, one decision at a time. We must be patient because there will be moments— many of them—in which what is happening looks messy or even misguided rather than inspired or promising. Those involved need to know that as long as they are guided by a core sense of self and mission and are open to what emerges, the successful journey through disruptive events and seemingly chaotic times eventually shows itself to be a critical time of transformation.





Questions of us?



Questions for you

• How does the academic structure at your institution support 
or hinder innovation?

• How could the structure be enhanced?

• How are interdisciplinary programs structured/supported at 
your institution?

• Are there ways to use these programs more strategically?

• How can compensation be used to support structural 
change?
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